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Introduction

More than 10 years ago, many Chinese graduates looked to well-known Western companies for leader-
ship and development opportunities. Many strove to get into formal management development pro-
grams at the “best companies to work for” to become well-rounded global leaders. 

Many of today’s most sought-after companies to work for in China were not on the top lists 10 years ago. 

The rapid growth of local companies is upending career paths. Many Chinese nationals are choosing 
faster and more rewarding career paths with local companies over formal talent development programs 
and overseas assignments in multinational corporations. 

It appears that local companies are attracting talent away from multinationals at an accelerated pace by 
giving leaders direct influence over corporate strategy and key decisions. Newer organizations seem 
to be attracting talent by offering younger leaders the prospects of more influence and the opportunity 
to leave a legacy.

In partnership with LinkedIn China, Bain & Company examined the current state of business leaders in 
China. By comparing the results of this study to its prequel completed in 2016, the gravity of trends is 
more apparent. Given a greater understanding of this generation of Chinese leaders, CEOs and human 
resource managers can build more sustainable and scalable organizations.
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Figure	1:.We.worked.from.a.proprietary.database.of.66,000.business.leaders.in.350.major..
corporations.across.China

Approach

This is an extension of a report produced by Bain & Company and LinkedIn China in 2016. The research 
and analysis methodology was the same for both studies. A key difference is the sample size; the 
sample set increased by more than 60% for this report.

Compared with the 2016 report, more local Chinese companies qualified for the sample set. We used 
only two criteria to qualify the companies: Each has significant revenue and is a leading player in the 
industry, and each company has sufficient employee representation on LinkedIn.

Bain & Company analyzed 66,000 business leaders in LinkedIn China’s proprietary member database. 
The sample set came from 350 major corporations across 18 industries (see Figure 1). These companies 
represent some of the world’s largest corporations, with about 30% of the companies appearing in 
the Global Fortune 500 and around 15% in the Global Fortune 100.

The 18 industries examined for this report are the same industries we examined in 2016. We selected 
them because they represent both the manufacturing and service sectors of the economy. They are 
luxury, hotel, auto, medical, energy, information and communications technology, airlines, public  
relations, food and beverage, industrial equipment, construction, finance, logistics, professional ser-
vices, retail, media, Internet and legal. 
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This report focuses on business leaders, so our analysis is limited to individuals whose titles are di-
rector and above. We adjusted title conventions across industries and types of companies to reflect 
the leaders in the sample accurately.

Our research also included interviews with Chinese business leaders with direct experience and broad 
insight into key leadership trends affecting the market. We spoke with senior human resources pro-
fessionals or business executives, representing both multinational and local companies operating in 
China. Select comments are included throughout the report to add professional insight to the statistical 
findings. This report is also supported by the experiences and insights of professionals at Bain & 
Company and LinkedIn, based on their work in China.

Research	limitations

Analysis for this report is limited to Chinese business leaders who use LinkedIn to self-report their 
employment status and history. Similar to any study that uses self-reported responses, our research 
relies on the accuracy and timeliness of users’ LinkedIn profiles. 

This research methodology has other known limitations. For example, the sample potentially skews 
toward younger leaders who are more engaged with technology and social platforms. This analysis 
also reflects any variances in LinkedIn’s membership vs. the Chinese business leader population in 
its entirety.

In addition, we may have excluded business leaders with incomplete LinkedIn profiles, such as gaps 
between education and work experience. The researchers estimated age and gender information be-
cause LinkedIn does not require its account holders to publish such details. 
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Figure	2:.Who.are.the.business.leaders.in.China?.
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Results of analysis

The 2016 report provided a comprehensive overview of Chinese business leaders: among other factors, 
their education level, amount of work experience, gender and age. In this follow-on report, a richer data 
set affirmed the snapshot we drew in 2016 (see Figure 2). The broad characteristics and the distribution of 
leaders across age, industry, educational level and work experience are largely unchanged. Key projections 
drawn in 2016, such as the flow of talent to local companies over multinational companies, held true. 

Repeating the study in two years’ time enabled us to measure the pace and intensity of such trends. When 
comparing our assessments of LinkedIn’s database, three insights stand out. 

• Local companies are winning more talent from multinational corporations. 

• Rising tech companies are shaping China’s business landscape.

• A new career path to business leadership may be emerging in China. 

Local	companies	are	winning	more	talent	

In the sample set for this study, the number of qualifying companies grew by more than 60%. The 
total asset base used to qualify companies was unchanged since the last study, and the absolute number 
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Figure	3:.Local.firms.continue.to.take.talent.from.multinational.companies

of multinational corporations included in the sample set was flat. This illustrates the growth experi-
enced by local companies over the past two years. 

As local companies have expanded, they have drawn talent away from multinational corporations at an 
accelerated pace. In this most recent study, roughly 40% of business leaders who began a new job at a local 
company over the past five years transitioned there from a multinational corporation (see Figure 3). For 
comparison, in our last report, less than one-third of career moves were from multinational corporations 
to local companies. 

Why is this change occurring? “Business leaders want more influence and collaboration,” according to 
the head of human resources for a multinational healthcare company, adding that Chinese nationals 
want to make decisions that affect the business; they also want quicker action and less complicated deci-
sion-making processes, and more opportunities to explore international markets. This HR head also ob-
served that because China is the global headquarters for local enterprises, they can offer a different value 
proposition than many multinational companies.

In contrast, some experts said that multinational companies keep Chinese leaders further from the au-
thority they desire. “In multinational companies, Chinese business leaders usually take very operational 
roles” as opposed to real leadership positions, said a regional human resources head at a global engineer-
ing firm with operations in China, adding that Chinese leaders want to contribute ideas, but can feel con-
strained by global, top-down decisions. 
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Figure	4:.More.younger.leaders.are.moving.to.local.companies
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The talent flow is even more pronounced among young leaders, specifically those under 35 years old  
(see Figure 4). Historically, recent graduates and young leaders have valued formal development opportu-
nities at multinational corporations, where they gain cross-functional and international experience. Human 
resources professionals and CEOs should note today’s new reality. Many Chinese nationals are finding 
competitive career growth opportunities at local companies instead. 

These trends affect multinational corporations and local businesses in distinct ways. 

As	local	companies	expand,	efforts	to	recruit	talent	with	a	global	mindset	will	intensify.	One HR leader 
in China noted that “local companies will increasingly need Chinese leaders with global vision and visi-
bility, particularly as they expand their footprint globally.”

This highlights an important skills gap in local companies, where global experience is less common among 
leaders. In multinational corporations, leaders have about three times more global work experience than 
their peers in local companies: Nearly 6% of multinational corporation leaders have global experience 
compared with only 2% of local company leaders. 

In response, recruitment efforts are intensifying. Leaders with global work and education experiences are 
leaving multinational corporations for local companies at an increasing rate (see Figure 5). 
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Figure	5:.Local.companies.are.building.global.experience.by.attracting.multinational.corporation.
leaders.
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“Talent with global experience will be in higher demand,” predicted Leichuan Chen, vice president of hu-
man resources at BOE Technology Group Company, a leading global supplier in the liquid crystal display 
industry. “Companies need to think of long-term talent development plans.”

Recruiting	and	retaining	Chinese	leadership	will	be	challenging	for	multinational	corporations	as	local	
companies	grow.	The talent development programs, salary and benefit packages, and exposure to inter-
national management systems that attracted young professionals to multinational corporations in the 
past can no longer be counted on to fill open positions. Multinational corporations need a new strategy to 
reverse the outflow of talent. 

“Multinational corporations should make business leaders feel valued and connected to a purpose,” said 
the regional human resources head with the global engineering firm. “Among global headquarters, there 
is a stereotype that Chinese people work just for better compensation.” 

“To be successful in China, business leaders need to believe in themselves and be purpose driven,” the head 
of human resources for the multinational healthcare company added, and shared a personal experience 
of changing jobs: “Earlier in my career, I switched companies for career advancement (title, financial rewards, 
etc.). Later on, it was more about people and culture. The business and my purpose are highly aligned.”

Experts said that some job changers aren’t prepared for the pace or working styles that are common to lo-
cal companies. Chinese nationals who leave multinational corporations in favor of local companies may 
need to adapt their leadership and working styles to succeed. 
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George Huang, chief human resources officer and head of international business and global major ac-
counts at SenseTime, an artificial intelligence start-up, cautioned leaders to be humble. He said, 
“Self-awareness is important for business leaders who switch from multinational corporations to local 
firms. Business leaders need to think clearly about how to bring value to local companies.”

Human resources professionals should understand this transition experience so that they can develop 
appropriate retention strategies. Both sides—multinational corporations and local companies—will be 
fighting to keep their talent.

Rising	tech	companies	are	shaping	China’s	business	landscape

Among the data, a subset of technology companies stood out. The “rising tech stars,” as we dubbed them, 
experienced explosive growth and a higher number of leadership changes compared with other industries in 
the study. These companies generally deliver Internet products and services and other emerging technologies. 

Rising tech stars met two criteria: They placed among the top 100 Chinese Internet companies by market 
capitalization, and they were Chinese companies founded within the past 10 years. Twenty companies 
made the list, including Didi-Chuxing, iQiyi and ByteDance (among others). 

We examined this group separately as it may have bearing on future hiring and recruitment trends across 
China, not just in the technology sector. Compared with other industries, the rising tech stars had five 
unique characteristics (see Figure 6).
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Figure	6:.Who.are.the.business.leaders.in.some.of.the.young.tech.firms?
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• They have younger leadership.

• They are strong recruiters from C9 universities, the Chinese equivalent of Ivy League schools in 
the US.

• Their leaders have more global education and experience compared with other local companies. 

• They trade talent from within the Internet sector instead of looking for leaders from outside  
industries.

• They are predominately located in Beijing rather than historic talent hubs such as Shanghai.

Younger	leaders.	Local companies commonly have younger leaders, but the predominance is exaggerated 
among the rising tech stars. Nine out of 10 rising tech star leaders are younger than 45, and more than 
one-third of the leadership is younger than 35. In contrast, 24% of leaders at local companies in the sample 
set were younger than 35, and only 20% of leaders in the overall sample set were younger than 35. Instead 
of guiding companies based on decades of experience, these new leaders will shape the business land-
scape before them.

As the talent war among rising tech stars increases, some local compa-
nies may experience unsustainable outflow, just as some multinational 
corporations are experiencing at the hands of local companies today. 

Attractive	to	C9	graduates.	Rising tech stars are able to recruit business leaders from C9 universities at 
a higher rate than other local companies or multinational corporations. More than one-quarter of rising 
tech star leaders graduated from C9 universities, compared with only 21% of local company leaders and 
20% of leaders overall. This suggests that rising tech star positions are highly sought after and rife for 
competition. As the talent war among rising tech stars increases, some local companies may experience 
unsustainable outflow, just as some multinational corporations are experiencing at the hands of local 
companies today. 

More	global	exposure. Rising tech star leaders also have more global exposure than leaders in other local 
companies. Nearly 20% of rising tech star leaders have a global education, compared with only 15% at 
other local companies (see Figure 7). Several of the experts we interviewed said that a global mindset will 
be crucial as these local companies mature. Companies with greater global exposure will be better posi-
tioned to expand beyond the Chinese market. 

Industry-based	talent	pools. While most industries poach talent from other industries, the rising tech 
stars frequently trade talent from within their sector. More than 70% of rising tech star leaders made ca-
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Figure	7:.Rising.tech.stars.have.stronger.global.exposure.than.other.local.companies

reer transitions within the same industry. Of the intra-industry career moves, nearly 80% involved leaders 
leaving established Internet companies to join newer ventures (see Figure 8).

Based	in	Beijing.	The rising tech stars are also relocating the geographic hub for talent. Forty percent of 
rising tech star leaders are based in Beijing, whereas only 20% of leaders in the total sample were based 
there. As these companies grow, the prominence of Beijing as a talent and technology center could in-
crease as well.

A	new	career	path	to	business	leadership	may	be	emerging	in	China

While not definitive, the data from LinkedIn suggests that many Chinese business leaders are increas-
ingly interested in lifelong employability rather than lifetime employment at any single company. They 
may be pursuing a strategy of job security through continuous (and sometimes rapid) skill acquisition 
and development, as well as career development from frequent company changes and increased impact, 
rather than tenure at a company.

This shouldn’t be surprising. As consumers, the Chinese have often skipped Western trends. China leap-
frogged landline phones and credit cards, for example, jumping directly into the age of smartphones and 
mobile payment apps. The same trend is possible when it comes to employment. The Chinese workforce 
may be positioning itself toward a next-generation view of employment, bypassing traditional career 
models. 
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Figure	8:.Rising.tech.companies.are.taking.talent.from.traditional.tech.giants

Three insights support this idea.

Chinese	business	leaders	continue	to	change	jobs	at	a	frequent	pace.	Over the past decade, intense tal-
ent wars have made job-hopping common. Based on this year’s sample set, the trend continues at an as-
tonishing pace. Half of the job changes reported in this study occurred over the past three years, impli-
cating a steady war for talent. Among the job changers, 45% also changed industries (see Figure 9). 

The frequency of job changes, combined with the cross-industry movements, reflects a new pattern of 
professional development. Rather than rotate through a series of job functions, possibly over years, Chi-
nese nationals are opting for specialized experience in a job function and leveraging that skill set across 
industry sectors. 

Three factors appear to correlate with Chinese leaders’ likelihood to switch companies.

• Turnover is more frequent in Chinese companies, with local companies and rising tech stars being 
affected nearly equally. 

• Younger leaders are also more willing to change companies: More than 70% of leaders younger 
than 30 switched companies over the past three years, compared with about half in the overall 
sample.
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Figure	9:.Intense.competition.for.business.leaders.led.to.frequent.job.changes,.with.many.venturing.
into.new.industries.
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• Over the past three years, leaders located in Tier 2 cities are about one-third more likely to change 
jobs than those working in Tier 1 cities. Of note, graduates from C9 schools are mostly located in 
Tier 1 cities.

Local	business	leaders	are	more	specialized.	Domestic companies are thriving despite their leaders hav-
ing less cross-functional and global experience than their multinational competitors. In Chinese compa-
nies, less than 10% of leaders have work experience in more than four functional areas, and nearly 50% 
of leaders have experience in only one area (see Figure 10). 

That’s in sharp contrast to the trend found in multinational companies operating in China and in devel-
oped markets such as Singapore and Australia, where 22% of leaders are experienced in more than four 
functional areas, and roughly one-third have experience in only one area. Rather than become “profes-
sional managers” with well-rounded business experience, Chinese leaders appear to advance their ca-
reers by gaining deeper, more specialized expertise.

Science,	technology,	engineering	and	mathematics	(STEM)	graduates	are	in	leadership	roles	across	in-
dustries. Chinese leaders are drawn from STEM backgrounds at higher rates than in other countries. 
Nineteen percent of business leaders in China and India have training in STEM-related fields, compared 
with only 13% in Singapore and 6% in Australia. And STEM-trained leaders aren’t limited to careers in 
the technology industry; they account for 10% or more of the business leaders within every industry in-
cluded in the study, aside from legal.
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Figure	10:.Fewer.leaders.in.local.companies.have.worked.in.multiple.functions.compared.with.
those.in.multinational.corporations.or.other.Asia-Pacific.companies
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Many of the experts interviewed for this report stressed the importance of digital skills among leaders—
irrespective of their function or role. “Data skill is increasingly important to business leaders as data 
could improve business efficiency and allow leaders to plan for the future,” said Roman Wojdyla, general 
manager of Home Credit Consumer Finance.
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Conclusions and looking forward

From the trends we identified in the 2016 study and reinforced in this report, we conclude that local com-
panies will continue to attract talent from multinational companies in the coming years. We also recog-
nize a new competitor in the talent war: the rising tech stars. These young and thriving Internet compa-
nies will intensify the competition and keep all of the established players on their toes.

The uneven flow of leaders from multinational companies to local companies is unsustainable. Multi-
national corporations must address the outpour head-on, calibrating their value proposition to match the 
career aspirations and connectedness that Chinese nationals desire. To reverse the leadership departures, 
multinational companies must be willing to redefine career development for the Chinese population. 

Importantly, multinational corporations must find ways to create a sense of ownership and purpose among 
their Chinese leaders, and to address leaders’ desires to have more direct influence over key strategic de-
cisions. CEOs and human resource executives can apply this information in several ways, particularly as 
they develop recruitment and retention programs for younger employees. As marketing executives have 
learned, tactics that work globally will need to be adapted for the Chinese market. 

As they grow, local companies must manage the development of their business leaders carefully. While 
Chinese companies appear to have an advantage, or at least certainly momentum, they also have obstacles 
to overcome. Their leaders are young and untested, and they display a high propensity to change companies. 

Local companies also have skills and experience gaps that will affect their ability to expand geographically. 
Leaders with global connections and experiences will be increasingly sought after, intensifying the fight 
over C9 graduates and leaders at multinational companies. 

As leaders transition from multinational corporations to local companies, many will experience culture 
shock as they adapt to the furious pace and leaner organizational structures that are common in newer 
companies. These job changers should stay open-minded, according to SenseTime’s George Huang. He 
said, “The reality is that some local companies’ business scale is much larger than multinational corpora-
tions in China. Business leaders should not presume the ways of working in multinational corporations 
are better. They need to think clearly about how to bring value to local companies.”

Longer term, Chinese companies must determine how to develop talent internally. Emerging career paths 
are becoming focused and narrow rather than immersive and functionally diverse. Human resources 
teams will be challenged to create development plans that grow global skills quickly and still maintain the 
hands-on, can-do spirit that lured Chinese nationals away from multinational corporations in the first place.

We will continue to observe Chinese companies and, in particular, the rising tech stars as they gain maturity 
and sophistication. The flow of leaders from multinational corporations to local Chinese companies is a 
defining theme in the next chapter of the Chinese talent story—but certainly not the end.
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Figure	1:.How.do.business.leaders.at.multinational.corporations.differ.from.business.leaders.at..
local.companies?.
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Rising tech stars:
Nearly 20% have a global education

Figure	3:.The.percentage.of.business.leaders.with.overseas.education.varies.across.industries
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Figure	5:.Leaders.in.local.companies.and.Tier.2.cities.have.been.more.likely.to.change.jobs.over.
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Figure	7:.In.China,.nearly.20%.of.business.leaders.have.a.science,.technology,.engineering.or.
mathematics.(STEM).degree,.with.variation.across.industries
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